Hi from London, today...

Dear...

Start like this:

(Vocabulary: disc, difference)

• English: the tall/HO/high building
• French: la grande bât/ré/haus/str (m) (buildings)

1. The Shard is the tallest tower in the world.
2. Big Ben is really only the clock!
3. Only 96 metres, always... Big Ben!
4. The London Eye is a famous London tower.
5. English: boxes are red...
6. The Shard is a really... building!

Listening (2)

Write the numbers.

1. 1999
2. 1877
3. 1913
4. 2003
5. 1709

Listening (1)

Listen and write the years.

Numbers

1. The Shard is taller than Big Ben.
2. The London Eye is newer than Big Ben.
3. The London Eye is never/then Big Ben.
4. Big Ben is older than the Shard.

Writing (2)

Write to your friend about your visit to Madame Tussauds.

4. Write the numbers.

3. Numbers

2. Complete these London sights.

1. London Eye is smaller than the Shard.
2. The Shard is taller than the Shard.
3. The London Eye is newer than Big Ben.
4. Big Ben is older/than the Shard.
5. English: boxes are red...
6. The Shard is a really... building!

Complete the crossword.

3. Topic 1

new
old
small
tall
5 Who is the coolest? Which place is the scariest?

a) Complete the sentences.

1. Dave is the **oldest** boy in the class.

2. Luke is the **tallest** boy in his family.

3. Sherlock is the **coolest** dog in Greenwich.

4. The attic at night is the **scariest** room in our house.

b) What about your class? Who is the coolest football player? Who is the tallest girl? Who is the nicest teacher? Which is the scariest place in school? Write four sentences or more in your exercise book.

6 What do you think? Make sentences with -est. (Individuelle Lösung)

```
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1. I think _______________ is the **coolest** (cool) day of the week.

2. I think _______________ is the **easiest** (easy) subject at school.

3. I think _______________ is the **prettiest** (pretty) city in Bavaria.

4. I think _______________ has the **biggest** (big) shops in Germany.

5. I think _______________ is the **nicest** (nice) film star in the world.

7 (SPEAKING) Talking about the sights of London

a) Two friends want to see some London sights. Put in the right form of the words.

Hanna: Would you like to see the Shard? It's cool.

Jacob: No, I'd like to visit Tower Bridge. I think it's a lot **cooler** (cool) than the Shard.

Hanna: But the Shard is **newer** (new). And it's a lot **taller** (tall) too.

It's more than 300 metres high.

Jacob: I know. It's the **tallest** (tall) building in London. But new buildings aren't always **prettier** (pretty) than old ones.

Hanna: What about the London Eye? I think it's the **coolest** (cool) sight in London.

Jacob: And it's the **nicest** (nice) sight too! That's a great idea! Let's go!

b) Act the dialogue with a partner.